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CRONIO THE GEO-CULTURAL SITE OF MONTE SAN 
CALOGERO IN SCIACCA (SICILY) 

 
 
RIASSUNTO 

 

 Dopo una breve presentazione degli aspetti generali, culturali e naturalistici del 

Monte Cronio, l’Autore passa a descrivere ciò rende unico il monte posto nelle vicinanze 

di Sciacca, per il quale il Comune avviò nel 2015 la candidatura a sito UNESCO, proprio 

con le relazioni documentali elaborate dall’Autore: quel tentativo non ebbe esito positivo 

per una insufficienza di lavori scientifici e per la presenza del vicino Antiquarium – oggi 

chiuso - che avrebbe dovuto preservare i reperti archeologici. Tali relazioni sono qui 

riportate, con gli opportuni aggiornamenti, per un’eventuale ricandidatura. Del sito ven-

gono esaminati gli importanti valori di universalità, sia per i beni culturali ad esso con-

nessi che per gli aspetti geo-morfologici. Vengono poi esaminati i caratteri specifici di 

questo geosito di Sicilia per la cui bibliografia (circa 900 lavori) l’Autore rimanda al 

Repertorio Bibliografico prodotto in due volumi dalla Commissione Grotte “E. Boegan” 

della S.A.G. di Trieste, di cui sono autori sia Pino Guidi che Giuseppe Verde.  
 
INTRODUCTION 

 

 Situated along the South West coast of Sicily, South of Italy, Monte San Calogero 

(= Cronio or Kronio) is just a 386 meter high hill (latitude 37° 31’ 06”, longitude 0° 39’ 

43”) with extraordinary geological and cultural aspects. Sloping down this mountain, in 

front of the Mediterranean Sea, a natural reserve develops which was declared to be a 

geosite of the Regione Sicilia in April 2015, for its geo-morphological characters made of 

karst galleries and inside cavities2. 

 In these pages I will try to remark the main aspects of Monte San Calogero as it 

follows: 

- it is one the biggest karst system of Sicily; 

- it contains the most ancient thermal area dedicated to the Mother Earth dating back to 

4000 years ago; 

- it is the most ancient spa area in the world as the attendance of its grottoes and inner 

galleries for cult uses started in the VI century BC in its upper grottoes and 4000 years 

1 For communication with Giuseppe Verde, write to info@croniodisciacca.it 
2 Because of this, in September 2015 the Sciacca's Administration decided to apply for the recogni-

tion of Monte Cronio as UNESCO geosite, which received a negative decision.  
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ago in its median grottoes; 

- it was the area of diffusion of Christianity in 

the western sector of Sicily and still today it 

is the main religious center of veneration to-

wards Saint Calogero; 

- the Antiquarium on the top of Monte San 

Calogero shows the archaeological remains 

found in the campaigns of excavations during 

the last 60 years; 

- it is the only hot and steamy karst place in 

Italy for the practice of antrotherapy in a nat-

ural way, as no other spa grottoe is directly 

linked with its thermal basin in Italy. 

 
 Grotte Vaporose is the name of the va-

pour grottoes on the top of Monte Cronio, char-

acterized by an inner geological phenomenon, 

through which the vapour stemming from the 

inferior thermal basin is driven up to the higher 

grottoes – their temperature of 37° C and hu-

midity of 100% make them suitable for perspi-

ration and healing from arthrorheumatic diseases. Inside the mountain, 50 meters down 

from its top, a ladder drives explorers to a prehistoric deposit of big vases of the Malpasso 

culture(fig. n. 1) were found there in 1957 – this is the proof of the prehistoric cult ad-

dressed to an unknown mother earth dating back to four thousand years ago, the most an-

cient prehistoric sanctuary in the Mediterranean area with a precise dating, but attendance 

of the upper cavities had started even before, when the area was not filled with vapour, as 

testified by the decorated vases that were found in the Sixties, during some archaeological 

campaigns in the upper grottoe named Fazello which dates back to the VI millennium BC.  
  

 Besides being a therapeutic place, the vapour grottoes of Monte Cronio is a place 

of speleological researches, a laboratory of biological and geological investigations, an 

archaeological place with a prehistoric culture that is called the Kronio Style, because 

since the VI millennium BC its zig-zag decoration spread from here to the northern area of 

Syracuse (Stentinello) and Malta (Ghar Dhalam).  

  

 Today, the religious aspects are linked to the presence of a sanctuary dedicated to 

Saint Calogero, a catholic hermit who came from Turkey at the end of the V century AD 

and widespread the Christian religion also by the therapeutic use of the place. Thence, 

while the attendance of the mountain for religious purposes started in 2000 BC, the attend-

ance for therapeutic purposes started in the V century AD. 

  

 The Vapour Grottoes of Monte Cronio were the most ancient worshipping place of 

Fig. n. 1 - A Malpasso big vase 
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a prehistoric deity of the mother earth that remains unknown, but archaeologists suggest 

sure dates (VI millennium BC) about this. The vapour grottoes and the inner galleries of 

Monte Cronio constitute an echological niche that allows researchers to study the earth 

atmosphere like it must be in the origins; the difference of temperature generates a move-

ment of cold air from the outside of the mountain which gets mixed with the hot air origi-

nating from the downward thermal basin. A variable volume of hot air (from 3 to 12 cubic 

meters in one second) moves inside 

the upper grottoes and it is supposed 

that the total volume of air circulat-

ing inside the mountain varies from 

800.000 to 1.000.000 cubic meters. 
  
 The grottoe system inside 

Mount Cronio is one of the longest 

karst system in Sicily with more 

than 1500 meters of galleries, most-

ly communicating among them – a 

sort of barometric system that may 

stop in the hottest days of summer 

(as personally experienced and writ-

ten by the speleologist Giulio Perotti) 

and it strangely shows different temperatures in some grottoes. 
  
 Because of all these aspects, the ‘Kronio Project’ signed by various institutions in 

2007, aims to map all the inner areas to investigate the different parameters of an unusual 

bioclimatology (in a single cave, three different temperatures were found, according to 

different height measures from the soil), to study the micro-morphology of the galleries 

and the different biological, micro-biological and human physiological reactions inside 

them - Monte Cronio is a rare geological system. 

 
Four peculiar Criteria 
 
1. Inside Monte Cronio there are two kinds of archaeological deposits: the one in the up-

per grottoes is four meters high and it was partially excavated in 1962, the other one in 

the median grottoes is thought to be a sanctuary to Mother Earth which dates back to 

2000 years BC and it was first investigated in 1957 - archaeologists think of this second 

deposit as a sanctuary with vases inside. The religious value linked with the grottoes 

went along during the historical times and they were used again as religious places in 

the V century AD by the hermit Calogero for personal dwelling (the Saint Grottoe) and 

for therapeutic use (the Daedalus Grottoe). 

2. The Sciacca vapour grottoes are referred as the national site from which a cultural faci-

es, called the Kronio Style, originated: it consists of a special technique to decorate the 

prehistoric ceramics which dates back to the VI millennium BC. From here, the style 

was later adopted in the Stentinello area near Syracuse and in the Ghar Dhalam area of 

Malta. 

Fig. n. 2 - The upper archaeological deposit 
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3. The use of vapour inside the Monte Cronio grottoes developed along the centuries and 

constitutes the only example in the world of karst grottoes directly linked with the ther-

mal basin downward. Antrotherapy (that is a therapy inside wet grottoes) is a scientific, 

most effective and natural way to heal from many arthrorheumatic diseases. 

4. Karst phenomenon, vapour moving, speleology and geology of Monte Cronio are being 

studied in various Italian universities to ascertain the biological aspects of the inner 

galleries. Though upper grottoes are still intact, inner galleries in the median and lower 

levels are constantly attacked by corrosive components of the sulphur vapour coming 

up from the thermal basin. The lowest level of the system contains several galleries of 

geological interest, plus the big Trieste Well (its height is 120 meters, its basic contour 

is 450 meters).  
 

MONTE SAN CALOGERO GEOSITE 

 

1.1. Description 

Cultural properties 

 Monte Cronio is the archaeological site of the most anciently decorated ceramics 

in Sicily - the Kronio Style and a sanctuary dedicated to the Mother Earth in the Mediter-

ranean area. 

 It is a place where ancient 

myths concentrate – the myth of 

Cronio that gave his name to the 

mountain, the myth of Minos who 

came to revenge against Daedalus 

and died in the grottoes (Diodorus 

IV 78), the myth of Demeter who 

protected the wheat fields (little 

figurines of her are kept in the 

Antiquarium that was temporarily 

moved to a local museum). 

 It is the only place in Italy 

where a therapy in hot-humid grot-

toes is carried out, by sitting on 

stone chairsdated one thousand and five hundred years ago (at present, the therapy grot-

toes are not accessible). 

 

Natural properties 

 They are linked to a large karst system extending horizontally for 1.5 km inside 

the mountain. 

 Another geological aspect is the large thermal basin in the Sciacca territory that is 

Fig. n. 3 - Stone chairs 

3 Natural aspects of geocites find a reference in the article n. 2 of the UNESCO Guidelines that will 

be cited along this paper.  
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intersected by the karst system, thus provoking the transport of vapour to the top of the 

mountain. 

  

 In fact, a complex karst system was developed by nature inside the mountain in 

connection with a large thermal basin from which hydro-mineral waters also originate3. 

According to some scholars, the inner parts of the mountain allow to study the conditions 

of the earth, when it was created in its origins. In 2000, a natural reserve was created to 

preserve this geo-cultural system. 
 
Internal bio-climatology 

 This peculiar aspect of Monte Cronio is being studied in the University of Torino 

and it was the object of a Report to some international Conferences of Speleology. The 

inner temperature remains constant though the external conditions vary. The above cited 

flux of air stops only when the external temperature is very hot during the Sicilian sum-

mers. The volume of hot saturated air in the inner galleries and grottoes is impressive: 

from 3 to 12 square meters move away from the top of the mountain in a second. This 

aspect alone allows to give Monte Cronio the character of a breathing mountain. These 

particular conditions are useful for human beings if they remain sitting on the inside chairs 

for a maximum of 20-30 minutes, in order to heal from some diseases, a longer staying 

nay cause a heatstroke with any consequent collapse. 

 

Present management 

 Archaeological findings of prehistoric times and the Greek-Roman period are kept 

in the windows of the Antiquarium, a little archaeological museum run by the Parco Ar-

cheologico in Agrigento. Natural aspects are 

linked with the Natural Reserve that covers the 

southern slope of the mountain (where the 

grottoes are located) which is run by the 

Forestale in Agrigento. A buffer zone is pre-

sent in the B Area of the Natural Reserve (no 

hunting, no visitor’s impact, no building per-

mission, no plant collection are permitted). 

  

 Religious aspects converge to the pre-

sent sanctuary (1644) dedicated to Saint 

Calogero, the hermit who started the therapeu-

tic use of the grottoes. The Saint Grottoe is not 

wet and is kept by the local friars (you can call 

them and receive a key for the visit). The grot-

toes are property of the Sicilian Region and 

were closed on March 6th 2015, in search of a 

new administration for them. 
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Protection laws 

- Heritage Restrictions were fixed  by the Cultural Assessor Decree of June 16th 1977, n. 

2636. 

- Site of European Community Interest (ITA 040009) as declared in the Community Di-

rectives 79/409/CEE and 92/43/CEE. 

- Natural Integrated Reservefixed by the Decree of  the Assessorato Territorio e Ambiente, 

July 26th 2000, n. 366, published in the “Gazzetta di Sicilia” of October 20th, 2000 n. 47. 

- Geosite of the Sicilian Region by Decree dated April 15th 2015, published in the 

“Gazzetta di Sicilia” of May 22nd 2015, with the name Monte San Calogero (Kronio). 

 

Educational site 

 Till March 2015, students could visit the archaeological aspects of Monte Cronio in 

the local Antiquarium and  to watch its geological character by entering the nearby Saint 

grotto - the vapour grottoes are closed today but you can get an idea of them by visiting 

the Nobildonna grottoe that is along the way starting from the top of the Reserve. 

 

1.2. Are there any other similar geothermal sites? 

 The vapour grottoes  of  Monte Cronio cannot be compared with other similar grot-

toes existing in Italy as they are used for antrotherapy in a peculiar way and they have two 

special geological characters: 

 
1) The Sciacca grottoes are natural caves; 
 
2) they are directly linked with its thermal basin downward. 
 

 Most vapour caves that are used for therapy in Italy were obtained  by an artificial 

enlargement or modification of its original shape – this is the case of Grotta Giusti in 

Monsummano Terme (Pistoia) inside which there is a lake of thermal water that evapo-

rates and creates a humid environment. 

  

 Other grottoes receive their vapour by driving thermal hot water inside them and by 

letting it evaporate  - this is the case of Acquasanta (Ascoli Piceno). 

  

 We can state that the vapour grottoes of Monte Cronio in Sciacca are the only ones 

to be naturally humid in a karst system and the only ones that have a natural linkage with a 

thermal basin underneath. No other vapour grotto in the world is known to have similar 

characteristics. 

 

1.3. Outstanding Universal Values (OUV) of Monte San Calogero 

 Monte San Calogero in Sciacca is a geosite of the Sicilian Region with a "mixed 

cultural and natural heritage", according to articles 1-2 of the UNESCO Operational 

Guidelines. It is one of the biggest karst system in Sicily which extends for 1.5 km with a 

specific geo-morphology that links upper galleries and wells to the underneath thermal 
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basin. The area was recognized by the Sicilian Region as a geosite in April 2015 as a site 

of worldwide importance. Inside the mountain, special meteo-baro-climatic conditions 

develop and justify the character of ‘breathing mountain’, which is not a simple movement 

of air like the one in the mine galleries - a complicated circulation of geo-thermal fluids 

takes place inside system characterized by the karst system of the mountain; as already 

stated, cold air is absorbed by depression from the external environment and it mixes with 

hot air raising from the thermal basin. Hot and wet air are then transported to the upper 

grottoes which makes it the only natural system of this kind among Italian spas. The phe-

nomenon was studied inside the Progetto Kronio, joined by four Italian Universities in 

2007. 

 

 A place with the most ancient decorated prehistoric ceramics in Sicily, Monte 

Cronio is specifically evidenced by an uninterrupted use during the prehistoric eves. From 

here, this ceramic style was exported to Malta. Archaeological excavations took place in 

the upper grottoes of Monte Cronio  in 1962, 1963, 1969 and 1986 which ascertained its 

continuity and trustworthiness. The site was, in fact, attended since the Mesolithic Age 

and it is an ancient prehistoric sanctuary (2000 BC) dedicated to the Mother Earth as 

proved by the clay vases of the Malpasso Culture inside the mountain. 

  

 Monte San Calogero is one of the few geosites in Italy, and probably the only one 

in all the Mediterranean area, that can boast an archaeological documentation raising back 

to 4000 years ago and a decorated ceramic in the Cronio Style dating back to the VI mil-

lennium BC. 

Fig. n. 5 - The Kronio Style ceramic 
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 Briefly, in this site antrotherapy (that is therapy in a hot and humid grottoe) is prac-

ticed in a natural way, by means of a direct link between the karst cavity and the thermal 

basin. The vapour grottoes of Monte San Calogero (Cronio) are the subject of almost 900 

published and unpublished works that were registered and catalogued by Pino Guidi and 

Giuseppe Verde in the volume: Il fenomeno carsico del monte Cronio (Sciacca), Saggio 

bibliografico, Trieste 2001, together with a bibliographic updating, edited in Trieste in 

2017. 

 Finally, Monte San Calogero took this name from the hermit who came from the 

area that today corresponds with Turkey, which implies the diffusion of theological con-

cepts from the Calcedonia Concilium (451 AD) to the Western Mediterranean – this hap-

pened both chronologically (during the V-VI centuries AD) and spatially (from Minor 

Asia to Sicily). Such deductions can be based on the Sergio’s Hymns, a Greek liturgical 

manuscript dating back to 870 AD, which is an original document to know some concepts 

about the divine and human nature of Jesus Christ, as celebrated in the San Giacomo Mon-

astery of Monte Cronio which at that time was under the Arab dominion. The Greek man-

uscript was transported in 1600 from the north area of Monte Cronio to the San Filippo 

Monastery, near Fragalà (Messina). 

 We can briefly summarize also the OUVs of Monte San Calogero in eleven points. 

1. It is a geological phenomenon (direct connection from the downward thermal basin to 

the upstanding vapour grottoes). The hot water raises from the thermal basin up to 40 

– 76 meters above sea level: a unique phenomenon in itself.  

2. It keeps the archaeological integrity of a prehistoric deposit dating back to 4000 years 

ago. 

3. It is characterized by stratigraphic continuity of use from the Mesolithic age (12000 

years BC)  to the end of Sicilian Neolithic (2000 BC). As far as prehistory, it is a ref-

erence area for prehistory in Sicily, Southern Italy and Malta (the last one being colo-

nized from prehistoric people who came from Sicily). 

4. It is the only Mediterranean sanctuary dedicated to a prehistoric divinity (generally 

called Mother Earth) with a sure date because of the Malpasso vases (2000 BC) inside 

the mountain. 

5. It is the reference site for the most  anciently decorated ceramics of Sicily, called ‘Stile 

del Kronio’. 

6. It was the place of arrival and diffusion of the theological concepts from the Ephesus 

Council (431 AD) and the Calcedonia Council (451 AD), as testified in the Sergio’s 

Hymns (870 AD) composed in the San Giacomo Monastery, in the North area of 

Monte San Calogero. 

7. It was one of the few churches in Sicily, if not the only one, to survive under the Arab 

domination in the IX century, as stated in the Sergio’s Hymns. 

8. It allows an exceptionally effective antrotherapy, that is the therapy by perspiration 

caused by staying inside in a hot and wet grottoe, namely the vapour grottoes of  Mon-

te San Calogero. A continuity of use as a place of treatment is registered in several 

documents. 
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9. The Sciacca grottoes are the only ones in Italy that are directly linked with a thermal 

basin.  

10. From a geologic point of view, the grottoes show the following unique process: the 

inner vapour is not due to hot water circulation inside them or to any link with volcan-

ic endogenous forces - geothermal heat is supported by a local ‘thermal anomaly’. 

11. One of the prehistoric vase in the median gallery was certainly a container of wine 

dating back to the end of the III millennium B.C., as scientifically enquired. 

 

1.4. Peculiar characters of the geosite 

 Geological World Heritage properties are characterized by earth science features of 

outstanding universal value. From Table n. 1 annexed to the document edited in 2005 by 

IUCN WCPA, Geological World Heritage: a Global Framework, it results that no geosite 

with Karst caves in the world shows the criteria of Monte San Calogero (you can read 

them in the Introduction of the document). 

  

 Integrity of the archaeological deposit has been naturally guaranteed by its thermal 

vapour, both in the median and upper grottoes. 

 

General statements 

 Being one of the widest karst sites in Sicily, Monte Cronio Vapour Grottoes 

(Grotte Vaporose del Monte Cronio) collect different aspects that make them unique. The 

geological phenomenon of karstification (water erosion and natural creation of galleries 

and wells) has intersected various inner areas of the mountain, by creating wells, galleries 

and cavities. We distinguish a lower set of galleries of exclusively geological interest that 

can be reached by expert speleologists from the southern slopes of the mountain. Both the 

archaeological deposit and the cave dwellings of Monte Cronio can be considered like a 

monument, according to the article 1 of the World Heritage Convention, as they are  

 

“…a combined work of nature and man, an area including archaeological sites 

which are of outstanding universal value from the historical, aesthetic, ethno-

logical or anthropological point of view…”. 

 

 The site of Monte Cronio is of special interest for different scientific aspects, such 

as: 

 

Cultural identity 

 The Kronio Style is the specific name given to the archaeological vases found dur-

ing excavations in the upper grottoes of the mountain (Antro di Fazello and Galleria del 

Fico) that were used since the Mesolithic times both for dwellings and religious places. 

The Kronio Style consists of regular decoration in the shape of zig-zag that was made on 

the surface of prehistoric vases before being cooked. Such vases date back to the VI mil-

lennium BC and are the most ancient decorated ceramics in Sicily. 
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Collective memory of mankind 

 Because of continuity in their use during prehistoric times, the Vapour Grottoes of 

Monte Cronio constitute an unique natural site with special characteristics preserved by 

the natural vapour that started inside them at about 2000 years BC when the karst system 

linked itself with the thermal basin. In 1957 the first prehistoric vase was found in the me-

dian galleries of the mountain, while in 1962 an archaeological campaign started for the 

excavation of a four meter deposit inside the upper Fazello Grottoe together with the fol-

lowing scientific investigations. 

 

Heritage values 

 

 Until 1957, the archaeological as-

pects of the site were unknown, because 

the thermal steam had preserved them from 

man interventions inside the grottoes – 

they had been used as dwellings since the 

Palaeolithic times until the late copper 

Age, followed by an interruption and the 

future use as a religious place during the 

Greek and Roman times. The archaeologi-

cal diggings in the upper sectors were 

made in 1962, 1963, 1969 and 1986 – such 

excavations revealed a continuity of use 

and generated a guaranteed credibility 

among the Neolithic centres of Italy. Truth-

fulness is gained by the scientific 

knowledge developed from the documents 

and publications about Monte Cronio Va-

pour Grottoe. As far as the scientific val-

ues, four Italian universities are extending 

the knowledge of the special aspects of 

Monte Cronio by means of any scientific 

researches pursued  by the Kronio Project 

since 2007. 

 

Religious values 

 One of the grottoes of Monte Cronio is not either hot or wet - it is visited by people 

who want to know the figure of Saint Calogero. The so called Grotta del Santo keeps a 

panel of ceramic tiles on its wall dating back to 1545 which makes it the most ancient dat-

ed panel of ceramic in Sicily. 

 The value of the place is religious, because the Saint started a work of evangeliza-

tion from there which  reached the North Western area of Sicily. 
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Antiquarium 

 Created in 1984 and reorganized in 2010, an archaeological exposition of remains 

coming from excavations inside the mountain could be seen in the local Antiquarium till 

December 2019. They were moved another museum in Sciacca. 

 

Responsibility 

 At present, the archaeological aspects are protected by the “Soprintendenza alle 

Antichità” in Agrigento, whilst the Natural Reserve is under the protection of the 

Forestale in Agrigento. 

 Recently, in April 2015 the Sicilian Ministry of Territory and Environment 

(ARTA) scheduled the grottoes as a 'geosite of worldwide interest'. 

FURTHER STUDIES 

 A simple hill because of its height (386 meters), Monte Cronio contains an excep-

tional geological system inside. At 7 km from it, Sciacca extends with its population of 

40.899 inhabitants (according to the last 2011 census), with a territory in the maps of Mil-

itary Geographical Institute (I.G.M.) at sections 266 IV S.E, 266 IV S.O.  

 The town is one of the main fishing centre of South-western Sicily with its 160 

fishing boats and 810 fishing people -  30 firms that package anchoves and sardinas and 

give work to other 750 people. Other important work sectors are agriculture and spa, the 

last one being closed at present for admin-

istrative problems. The Spa administration 

was, in fact, the Regional government of 

Sicily who decided to turn it into a private 

one with no successful result till today. 

2.1. General aspects 

 Monte Cronio has a complex karst 

system saturated with vapour at 100%. In 

the upper grottoes, where people would 

seat and perspire, there are unique meteo-

climatic conditions that are used for effec-

tive therapies. Vases left in the median 

galleries are certainly a document of a 

prehistoric cult but we are not sure wheth-

er corpses in the galleries were left there 

like in a cemetery, because according to 

funerary customs of the late Eneolithic 

age in this area the dead ones would be 

buried in oven places. Four thousand 

years old is an important dating operation 

for the vases left in the median galleries as 

cult objects of a divinity inside the 
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'breathing mountain'. The following Greek-Roman culture used to leave coins inside the 

upper caves - Demeter busts and oil lamps were found in the nearby Fazello Grottoe. 

 We have good reason to think that treatments started in the vapour grottoes not 

before the end of the V century when partition walls were created in order to change the 

upper large environment into a therapeutic place, which stone chairs all around is walls 

dating back to 1500 years. 

 The whole approach to a person with any disease was already practiced in those 

times and in a completely natural way. Please, remember that Monte San Calogero is the 

only spa in  Italy (may be in the world) to have a direct link between the upper grottoes 

and the thermal basin - an endogenous karst  system created by nature along millions of 

years. 

 Because of its myths (Kronos, Daedalus, Minos and Demeter) and its attendance 

since the prehistoric times, it can be stated that the vapour grottoes of Sciacca spa are the 

most ancient spa place in the world, a place of spirituality and a Christian sanctuary today, 

that is a place where to recovery body health, together with physical and spiritual well-

ness. 

Meteo-climatic aspects 

 The hot vapour is highly aggressive against the calcareous rock of the grottoes 

which has been shaping them during the centuries. Though their inner temperature is con-

stant (almost 37°C) together with a humidity of 100%, there are variable thermal condi-

tions in some galleries which create an enormous varieties of echological niches and geo-

logical processes that were studied by the late Giovanni Badino in the University of Tori-

no. The scholars are also studying the possibility of estimating the whole volume of the 

cave system by assessing the airflow data. The Monte Cronio cavities are unique for their 

meteo-climatic conditions because no other grotto in the Italian territory has the same 

characteristics – that's why it is necessary to protect the geosite.  

  

 The main problem for people who enter the grottoes for scientific purposes is the 

presence of vapour which makes them get tired in almost 30 minutes with a risk, if they go 

on staying, of heat stroke because perspiration in a hot and humid grottoes does not allow 

human body to get refrigerated - the wet conditions in the air affect also lungs, heart rate, 

blood pressure with an eventual cardio-circulatory failure.  
 

Cultural  values 

 With reference to the article n. 1 of the cited UNESCO Operational Guidelines for 

the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention, Monte San Calogero (Cronio) of-

fered cave dwellings to prehistoric people and local ceramics in the Antro di Fazello was 

given the name of the Cronio Style for the specificity of the archaeological facies and its 

antiquity as a decorated ceramics (VI millennium BC).  

  

 In the median galleries of the mountain a prehistoric deposit of vases dedicated to a 
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prehistoric divinity was left (late III millennium BC). Monte Cronio is, let us say, a virgin 

place in Sicily to testify a prehistoric attendance of men inside the mountain with a conti-

nuity of use. Moreover, the prehistoric deposit dedicated to the Mother Earth is the only 

one dated with certainty in the Mediterranean area (it dates back to four thousand years 

ago). 

 

2.2. Brief summary of historical, speleological and geological data 

Historical data 

Human frequence =  since Mesolithic (12000 years ago) as dwelling place 

Frequence typology =  continuous attendance 

Abandonment =  around 2000 BC 

Sure theory  =  a place of prehistoric cult 

Likely theory  =  a prehistoric cemetery 

 

 Monte Cronio is actually a little hill of 386 meters. Along its southern side, in front 

of the Mediterranean Sea, there are many caves some of which take cold air from outside 

while others emit vapour. A catholic church is standing on its top and a natural reserve 

extends on its southern slope. Since the Mesolithic Age, men had lived in such grottoes 

that were abandoned at the end of the Eneolithic Age (almost 2000 BC) when they entered 

the inner cavities to leave big vases, maybe as an offer to any divinity that, according to 

their conceptions, caused the onset of vapours. We guess that the continuous attendance of 

the place by prehistoric men finished because of geological events – the karst galleries and 

wells had been connected with the underneath thermal basin so that hot vapour was driven 

to the top of the system and it made the prehistoric dwellings unsuitable. Some archaeolo-

gists think of funerary customs linked to the vases but the connections with any casual 

skeleton is not regular, which makes the cultural theory of prehistoric attendance for cult 

reasons more acceptable. The speleologists that have been exploring all the system since 

1942 have catalogued almost thirty grottoes on the southern side of the mountain but three 

grottoes are highly characterized by vapour, namely Antro degli Animali, Antro di 

Dedalo, Grotta del Lebbroso while the Grotta di Gallo, the Grotta Cucchiara are cold and 

they take air from outside. The first two are commonly known as ‘stufe’, an improper 

name that should indicate a dry and hot place while these grottoes are wet and hot. Their 

coordinates are: longitude 0° 39’ 43”, latitude 37° 31’ 06” which can be considered as 

being the centre of the upper system. 
 

Speleological data 

Inner temperature = 37°C 
Humidity  = 100% 
Air volume   = 3 cubic meter/sec (it can increase till 12 cubic meter/sec) 
Flux speed  = 4 – 4.4 m/s (in the Daedalus Grottoe) 
Longest distance  =  (between grottoes) 1600 m 
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 Monte Cronio is a limestone massif characterized by the presence of many cave 

entrances called Grotte Vaporose di San Calogero or Cronio. A strong hot humid flow of 

vapour takes place inside them (37°C, RH = 100%) - they were used as dwellings till 

2,000 BC, but their therapeutic use started at the end of the V century AD In the past cen-

turies, these caves were explored several times, but the first scientific expedition was 

started in 1942 by two speleologists from the Commissione Grotte “E. Boegan” in Trieste. 

In November 2008, the first expedition of the ‘Progetto Kronio’ by the Commissione 

Grotte ‘E. Boegan’ and the Associazione ‘La Venta’ allowed to test special refrigerating 

speleologist suits. The archaeological excavations in the upper galleries of Monte San 

Calogero (Cronio) clarified that man used them since the Sicilian Neolithic (VI millenni-

um BC) until the late Aeneolithic (II millennium BC). In the Fazello Grottoe, the excava-

tions deepened over four meters. The genesis of vapour is from the thermal basin which 

receives a sure contribute of water from the sea and the vadose system that collects run-

ning water. As far as the microclimatic conditions, the mountain is crossed by a strong 

airflow which enters the Grotta Cucchiara and the Grotta di Gallo situated on the Southern 

side of the mountain. The development of the inner karst complex is well known, though 

not in its whole extension – it can be supposed that it touches a volcanic thermal water 

table (in 1831 a volcanic island raised from the “Canale di Sicilia”, a few miles far from 

Sciacca) but there is still no scientific documentation about it. 

 

Fig. n. 8 - Graphic section of Monte Cronio  
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Geological data 

 

Mount height  =  386 m 

Thermal water basin  =  40 -76 m above sea level 

Upper grottoes =  376 m 

Karst origin  =  during Pleistocene  

 An Integrated Natural Reserve (INR) 52,25 hectares wide, Monte Cronio entered a 

geological study among the karst areas of Sicily because of its hypogenic karst system.  

 

Resources 

 

 They are: Basilica di San Calogero, Museo di San Calogero, Grotta del Santo, va-

pour grottoes (Antro di Dedalo, Antro degli Animali, Antro di Fazello), Stabilimento delle 

grotte vaporose, Grande Albergo San Calogero, Piccolo Albergo San Calogero, Antiqua-

rium, Riserva Naturale. 

 

Legal framework 

All the spa area is subject to heritage protection as follows: 

 Terme Selinuntine, with Regional Assessor Decree n.7524 dated November 9th 1999; 

 Establishment of Grotte Vaporose di San Calogero, with  D.D.S. n.5218 February 25 th 

2008. 

 For its running and national support measures see Law n 77 of February 20th 2006. 

 

2.3. General project  

 

 The valorization project of Monte San Calogero (Cronio) di Sciacca as UNESCO 

geosite was started by the “Assessorato al Turismo, Comune di Sciacca”, in September 

2015. Other stakeholders are: 

- “Assessorato Regionale Territorio Ambiente” (ARTA) and Forestale di Agrigento, 

institutions of the “Regione Sicilia” that will protect the Natural Reserve; 

- “Soprintendenza di Agrigento” who will take care of the Antiquarium on ‘Monte 

Cronio’ that promotes any project of valorization of the prehistoric vases in the medi-

an galleries; 

- “Parco Archeologico di Agrigento” that runs the Antiquarium; 
- the ‘Santuario di San Calogero’ in Sciacca will valorize the religious values linked to 

Saint Calogero; 

- the Commissione Grotte “E. Boegan”, Trieste, will develop the speleologic research 

inside Monte Cronio; 

- the Associazione “La Venta”, Treviso, will take care to create the cultural products 

necessary to let the heritage be known worldwide (reports, documentaries, films, pic-

ture books); 

- five universities (Palermo, Bologna, Firenze, Trieste and Torino) for specialistic stud-

ies. 
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 The main objectives of the project is to protect the archaeological and naturalistic 

values. 

 

 The Monte Cronio grottoes are of high interest first because of its archaeological 

deposit dating back to 4000 years ago and the most anciently decorated ceramics of the 

Neolithic age dating back to the VI millennium BC. 

 

Activity planning 

a) Future enquiries 

 Biologic enquiry about the effects of the vapour grottoes on men will be made by 

testing any physiological and bioclimatic factors that highly affect the presence of men 

inside the grottoes (and viceversa), both for a better staying during exploration in the 

deeper area and a better effect of antrotherapy in the upper grottoes.  

 

b) Archaeological research 

 

 Though we know quite a lot about the history and archaeology of Monte Cronio, a 

systematic excavation of the upper grottoe called “Antro di Fazello” is still necessary to 

find all the elements necessary to extend the knowledge of the Kronio Style and the other 

painted ceramics. Other excavations are necessary in the ‘Antro di Dedalo’ (where people 

usually sit to perspire so as to heal in a natural way), in order to clarify their attendance 

from prehistoric to historical times. 

 In the nearby “Antro degli Animali” it is advisable to remove the cement floor in 

order to reach the original slabs under which (60 cm) a medieval attendance (from the V 

to the XV century) was randomized in 1962 - prehistoric attendance might have been 

possible there too. 

 

c) Speleologic explorations 

 

 Speleological research will be directed to the lacking tract between the Pozzo Tri-

este and the median galleries (fig. n. 8)with an attempt to reply to the question: where 

does hot air come from? In fact, the location of the thermal basin does not have a precise 

datum (40 m or 76 m, above sea level) yet. 

 Further exploration in the final well of the Di Milia Gallery, called 

“Pozzacchione”, may reveal more details of the karst system. 

 

d) Tourist visits 

 

 In the median galleries, as the system has some risks both for visitors and the an-

cient vases, a virtual visit is the best solution to let this exceptional prehistoric deposit be 

seen from the inside of the mountain. The visitor will have the sensation do go down the 
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wells and walk inside the galleries to see both the karst environment and the prehistoric 

vases in a safe way. 

 In the upper grottoes, once the archaeological deposit has been excavated and stud-

ied inside the Fazello Grottoe, it will be possible to visit it and to reach the starting point 

of the Medeot Well which drives down to the galleries where the vases are. 

 

2.4. Religious thermalism 

 

 Situated on a slope just in front of the Mediterranean sea, Sciacca has very ancient 

traditions in the use of thermal waters and vapour grottoes. 

The Greeks called the territory Thermai Selinuntiai, while in the Roman times two spas 

existed and were called Ad Aquas and Aquis Larodis. The specific character of today's spa 

lies in the therapeutic practice that accompanies the use of waters and vapours – even dur-

ing the Middle times, when the spa centres in Italy registered a decrease or an abandon-

ment, the spa in Sciacca went on working as it had a spiritual and religious component 

(prayer, faith in the healing, devotion towards Calogero - the saint hermit of the spa). 

When in 2000 I published my book on the Sciacca thermalism and again in 2004 when I 

published a book about the spa historiography, it was necessary to create a new expression 

in order to indicate the religious attitude of people who went for healing in the upper grot-

toes, on the top of Monte San Calogero, and I chose - religious thermalism. During the 

Christian time, this attitude consisted (and still today it partially consists) of a gratefulness 

feeling for the desired health which was expressed by prayers and devotions. 

  

 A religious feeling must have been present also among prehistoric men who en-

tered the grottoes and the inner galleries bearing big vases filled with offers, in the attempt 

to quiet any angry divinities that compelled them to leave the grottoes, because of grow-

ing vapour and supposed earthquakes in the 2000 BC 

  

 This date was ascertained from the kind of prehistoric vases that were deposited 

inside the mountain at a depth of 50 meters from its top: they are more than 40 large pi-

thoi, 50 cm high vases that were filled with food and were left inside the mountain galler-

ies as an offer. The vapour did not cease at all and the cavities were abandoned, according 

to the archaeologic stratigraphy, until the V century BC. It was in this new age that the 

Greek colonies started a religious attendance of them for a cult place devoted to the moth-

er earth, as evidenced by the ex-voto figurines of Demeter in the local Antiquarium. 

  

 The prehistoric cult to the natural forces coming from the earth went on with the 

Romans who, by laying out a floor of cooked slabs, adapted the upper caves into a sanctu-

ary, by leaving coins and lamps in the inner caves since the II century BC. 

  

 Greeks and Romans used the upper cavities of Monte Cronio only for religious 

purposes -  it was not possible to use them as a sauna, because vapour would scatter inside 

those large cavities. It was only in the V century AD that the place was changed into a 
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therapeutic one by the Christian hermit Saint Calogero or his disciples who built some 

walls in order to concentrate the vapour into smaller environments (today's grottoes) and 

put some thirty stone chairs inside one of them (Antro di Dedalo). 

  

 A real revolution in the use of the grottoes was carried out by the hermit and his 

monks who stayed up on the mountain for centuries along and they developed a tradition-

al assistance towards people with any diseases who attended such caves for curing them-

selves. 

 Today, four cavities are distinguished (Grotta del Santo, Antro degli Animali, An-

tro di Dedalo,  Antro di Fazello) the last three being commonly named stufe which is not a 

correct term, as the word indicates a hot place with dry air inside - steamy grotto is a prop-

er name to indicate such places, filled up with natural vapour concentration. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Because of the prehistoric attendance of the upper grottoes and the median galler-

ies of  Monte Cronio, the Sciacca Spa is the most ancient thermal area in the Mediterrane-

an. In fact, inside the mountain a prehistoric sanctuary exists which dates back to 4000 

years ago, though the most ancient archaeological remains date back to the VI millennium 

BC. Some regional, national and international values of it can be outlined. 

 A regional value is the special name that was given to its prehistoric ceramics - the 

Kronio Style that constitutes the most ancient decorated ceramics of the island (VI millen-

nium BC) and the Malpasso Style vases that are a proof of a cult to any prehistoric divini-

ty (4000 years ago). 

 A national value is the diffusion of human cultures from the Puglia Region4 and 

Spain during Neolithic times, as testified by the variety of ceramics from the local Anti-

quarium. 

 An international value is the inner presence of a prehistoric sanctuary dedicated to 

the Mother Earth (end of the Sicilian Copper Age). 

 The importance of the place can be finally summarized into the following four 

aspects. 

First aspect. Vapour Grottoes of Monte Cronio constitute a deposit of mankind use. 

 Because of their continuity of use during prehistoric times, they are unique 

example among archaeological sites, the characteristics of which were pre-

served by the natural vapour.  

 Inside Monte Cronio, there are two kinds of archaeological deposit: the one 

in the upper grottoes was first partially excavated in 1962, the one in the 

median grottoes was first seen in 1957. The religious value linked to the 
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grottoes went along during historical times and they were used again as 

religious places in the V century AD by the hermit Calogero for personal 

dwelling (the Saint Grottoe) and to heal people in the vapour grottoes aside. 

Second aspect. The Sciacca vapour grottoes are referred as the national site which gave 

birth to a cultural facies called the Kronio Style, a style to decorate prehis-

toric ceramics which dates back to the VI millennium BC. From here, the 

style was adopted later in the Stentinello area, near Syracuse and in the 

Ghar Dhalam area of Malta. 

Third aspect. The use of vapour inside the Monte Cronio grottoes developed along the 

centuries and it constitutes the only example in the world of karst grottoes 

directly linked with a thermal basin downward. Antrotherapy (that is the 

name of the therapy inside the wet grottoes) is scientifically studied and 

effective for many arthro-rheumatic diseases. 

Fourth aspect. Karst phenomenon, vapour moving, spaeleology and geology of Monte 

Cronio are being studied in four Italian universities to ascertain biological 

aspects of the inner galleries. Though upper grottoes are still intact, inner 

galleries are constantly under the attack of corrosive components of the 

sulphur vapour coming up from the underneath thermal basin. 

 

 The valorization of all aspects of Monte Cronio will create a right echo for its tour-

ist, naturalistic, cultural and healing attendance. The site can constitute the traction factor 

for tourism expansion in an integrated context. 

 All pictures were kindly allowed by the Perotti Archive and the Commissione 

Grotte “E. Boegan” in Trieste. 

 

 

Testo pubblicato in rete nell’ottobre 2020 su www.boegan.it 
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